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๏ What	  the	  problem	  is

๏ The	  proposed	  solu3on

๏ An	  implementa3on	  of	  that	  solu3on

- Members of the W3C CSS Working Group

- The lack of true layout mechanisms in CSS 2.1

- The CSS3 Template Layout Module

- The ALMcss JavaScript prototype 

(from which both Bert Bos and me are coauthors)

(demo)



About us

A short story that explains 

the path followed until 

being today here in front of 

you presenting a W3C CSS 

Working Draft and the 

prototype that implements 

it. 



Where I work
Teacher at Escuela de Ingeniería Informática
(Computer Science Department, University of 
Oviedo), in Asturias (Spain)





<body>
  <h1>Curso CSS</h1>

  <ul id="menu">
    <li><a href="programa/" title="Programa del 
curso">Programa</a></li>
    <li><a href="profesorado/" title="Director y profesores 
que imparten clase en el curso">Profesorado</a></li>
    <li><a href="material/" ... >Material</a></li>
    ...
  </ul>

  <div class="content">...</div>
  <div class="footer">...</div>
</body>



But...



What	  if	  we	  had	  
something	  like	  this?

#menu {
  position: footer;
}

That is, some sort of content reordering 

mechanism



W3C	  Spanish	  Office
(CTIC	  Founda4on)



Bert	  Bos

๏ Co-‐inventor	  of	  CSS	  (with	  Håkon	  Wium	  Lie),	  in	  
1996

๏ Member	  of	  the	  W3C	  Staff

๏ During	  many	  years,	  chair	  of	  the	  W3C	  CSS	  Working	  
Group	  and	  currently	  leading	  its	  Style	  Ac4vity



Something that the Device Independence WG is very 
interested in (and I as well) is to specify something like a 
“design grid” for a page or a site, using CSS. !e idea is that a 
set of page templates is created for different types of devices, 
each of which describes the layout at a high level, e.g., 3 
columns with a navigation bar at the top, two columns one of 
which has two rows, three columns of which one is twice as 
wide as the others, etc.

[...]



My idea is that it is possible to de$ne a CSS property, that 
de$nes for each element (typically for the root element) what 
the design grid for that element is. With some, hopefully 
simple, syntax, it describes the rows, columns, the spaces in 
between and the constraints on their sizes. All the other 
elements are then styled normally, but in addition, they are
assigned to a slot in the grid: the menu goes in the menu slot, 
the logo goes in the logo slot, etc.

—Bert Bos (2005)
(private communication)

http://portal.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81100561488&coll=GUIDE&dl=GUIDE&trk=0&CFID=87370623&CFTOKEN=34219343
http://portal.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81100561488&coll=GUIDE&dl=GUIDE&trk=0&CFID=87370623&CFTOKEN=34219343


So I joined the W3C CSS Working 

Group (dec 2005)
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doing a PhD 
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Introduction
Two bold statements to start with...



CSS is not a 
layout language



Separation between 
presentation and 

content is not true



The problem with CSS
(“it’s not a layout language”, remember?)



Content order 
dependency
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Multicolum layouts
Another example



<body>
  <h1>Fruta rica</h1>
  <div id="content">
    <div class="fruit" id="orange">
      <img src="images/orange.jpg"/>
      <p>The Valencia Orange is...</p>
    </div>
    <div class="fruit" id="strawberry">...</div>
    <div class="fruit" id="lime">...</div>
  </div>
</body>

.fruit {
  width: 33%;
  float: left;
}
#orange { width: 34%;  }
#footer { clear: both; }



Mul4column	  layouts	  
with	  floats

๏ Other	  layouts,	  like	  3-‐2-‐1,	  or	  2-‐3-‐1,	  would	  
s3ll	  be	  possible

๏ But	  not	  so	  3-‐1-‐2,	  for	  example
-‐ (Due	  to	  the	  complex	  rules	  that	  govern	  float	  
behaviour)



One True Layout
(Alex Robinson)
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But… 
(there’s always a “but” with CSS)



Mixing units is 
not possible

 
(while achieving any-order columns)



12em 220pxliquid



And we are 
pushing CSS 
to its limits!



Complexity
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?
Who knows

CSS





?
Who knows
CSS 2.1
speci!cation

(actually)





(me neither)





While techniques like one true layout try to reduce these 
tradeoffs (although still generally sacrificing some quality 
of layout, in this case by using percentages), these 
techniques are extremely complex, fragile, and hard for 
authors to write. Authors should be able to get the layout 
concepts they want with the semantic markup that they 
choose without this complexity.

—David Baron (2006)

http://portal.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81100561488&coll=GUIDE&dl=GUIDE&trk=0&CFID=87370623&CFTOKEN=34219343
http://portal.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81100561488&coll=GUIDE&dl=GUIDE&trk=0&CFID=87370623&CFTOKEN=34219343


3
Extra markup is 
usually needed



Look, mom, 
without tables!



Redesign is not 
possible

4



Is not possible?



A demonstration of what

can be accomplished

visually through CSS-

based design. Select any

style sheet from the list to

load it into this page.

Download the sample

html file and css file

The Road to  Enlightenment
Littering a dark and dreary road lay the past relics of browser-specific tags, incompatible DOMs,

and broken CSS support.

Today, we must clear the mind of past practices. Web enlightenment has been achieved thanks to

the tireless efforts of folk like the W3C, WaSP and the major browser creators.

The css Zen Garden invites you to relax and meditate on the important lessons of the masters.

Begin to see with clarity. Learn to use the (yet to be) time-honored techniques in new and

invigorating fashion. Become one with the web.

So What is  This About?
There is clearly a need for CSS to be taken seriously by graphic artists. The Zen Garden aims to excite,

inspire, and encourage participation. To begin, view some of the existing designs in the list. Clicking

on any one will load the style sheet into this very page. The code remains the same, the only thing that

has changed is the external .css file. Yes, really.

CSS allows complete and total control over the style of a hypertext document. The only way this can be illustrated in a way that gets

people excited is by demonstrating what it can truly be, once the reins are placed in the hands of those able to create beauty from

structure. To date, most examples of neat tricks and hacks have been demonstrated by structurists and coders. Designers have yet to

make their mark. This needs to change.

Participation
Graphic artists only please. You are modifying this page, so strong CSS skills are necessary, but the example files are commented well

enough that even CSS novices can use them as starting points. Please see the CSS Resource Guide for advanced tutorials and tips on

working with CSS.

You may modify the style sheet in any way you wish, but not the HTML. This may seem daunting at first if you’ve never worked this

way before, but follow the listed links to learn more, and use the sample files as a guide.

Download the sample html file and css file to work on a copy locally. Once you have completed your masterpiece (and please, don’t

submit half-finished work) upload your .css file to a web server under your control. Send us a link to the file and if we choose to use

it, we will spider the associated images. Final submissions will be placed on our server.

Benefits
Why participate? For recognition, inspiration, and a resource we can all refer to when making the case for CSS-based design. This is

sorely needed, even today. More and more major sites are taking the leap, but not enough have. One day this gallery will be a historical

curiosity; that day is not today.

Requirements
We would like to see as much CSS1 as possible. CSS2 should be limited to widely-supported elements only. The css Zen Garden is

about functional, practical CSS and not the latest bleeding-edge tricks viewable by 2% of the browsing public. The only real

requirement we have is that your CSS validates.

Unfortunately, designing this way highlights the flaws in the various implementations of CSS. Different browsers display differently,

even completely valid CSS at times, and this becomes maddening when a fix for one leads to breakage in another. View the Resources

page for information on some of the fixes available. Full browser compliance is still sometimes a pipe dream, and we do not expect you

to come up with pixel-perfect code across every platform. But do test in as many as you can. If your design doesn’t work in at least

IE5+/Win and Mozilla (run by over 90% of the population), chances are we won’t accept it.

We ask that you submit original artwork. Please respect copyright laws. Please keep objectionable material to a minimum; tasteful

nudity is acceptable, outright pornography will be rejected.

This is a learning exercise as well as a demonstration. You retain full copyright on your graphics (with limited exceptions, see

submission guidelines), but we ask you release your CSS under a Creative Commons license identical to the one on this site  so

that others may learn from your work.

Bandwidth graciously donated by mediatemple. Now available: Zen Garden, the book. 
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Littering a dark and dreary road lay the past
relics of browser-specific tags, incompatible
DOMs, and broken CSS support.

Today, we must clear the mind of past practices.
Web enlightenment has been achieved thanks to
the tireless efforts of folk like the W3C, WaSP
and the major browser creators.

The css Zen Garden invites you to relax and
meditate on the important lessons of the masters.
Begin to see with clarity. Learn to use the (yet to
be) time-honored techniques in new and
invigorating fashion. Become one with the web.

There is clearly a need for CSS to be taken seriously by graphic artists. TheZen Garden aims to excite, inspire, and encourage participation. To begin,view some of the existing designs in the list. Clicking on any one will load thestyle sheet into this very page. The code remains the same, the only thingthat has changed is the external .css file. Yes, really.

CSS allows complete and total control over the style of a hypertext document.The only way this can be illustrated in a way that gets people excited is bydemonstrating what it can truly be, once the reins are placed in the hands ofthose able to create beauty from structure. To date, most examples of neattricks and hacks have been demonstrated by structurists and coders. Designershave yet to make their mark. This needs to change.

Graphic artists only please. You are modifying this page, so strong CSS skillsare necessary, but the example files are commented well enough that evenCSS novices can use them as starting points. Please see the CSS ResourceGuide for advanced tutorials and tips on working with CSS.

You may modify the style sheet in any way you wish, but not the HTML. Thismay seem daunting at first if you’ve never worked this way before, but followthe listed links to learn more, and use the sample files as a guide.

Download the sample html file and css file to work on a copy locally. Onceyou have completed your masterpiece (and please, don’t submit half-finishedwork) upload your .css file to a web server under your control. Send us alink to the file and if we choose to use it, we will spider the associatedimages. Final submissions will be placed on our server.

Why participate? For recognition, inspiration, and a resource we can all referto when making the case for CSS-based design. This is sorely needed, eventoday. More and more major sites are taking the leap, but not enough have.One day this gallery will be a historical curiosity; that day is not today.

We would like to see as much CSS1 as possible. CSS2 should be limited towidely-supported elements only. The css Zen Garden is about functional,practical CSS and not the latest bleeding-edge tricks viewable by 2% of thebrowsing public. The only real requirement we have is that your CSS validates.

Unfortunately, designing this way highlights the flaws in the variousimplementations of CSS. Different browsers display differently, evencompletely valid CSS at times, and this becomes maddening when a fix for oneleads to breakage in another. View the Resources page for information onsome of the fixes available. Full browser compliance is still sometimes a pipedream, and we do not expect you to come up with pixel-perfect code acrossevery platform. But do test in as many as you can. If your design doesn’twork in at least IE5+/Win and Mozilla (run by over 90% of the population),chances are we won’t accept it.

We ask that you submit original artwork. Please respect copyright laws. Pleasekeep objectionable material to a minimum; tasteful nudity is acceptable,outright pornography will be rejected.

This is a learning exercise as well as a demonstration. You retain full copyrighton your graphics (with limited exceptions, see submission guidelines), butwe ask you release your CSS under a Creative Commons license identical tothe one on this site so that others may learn from your work.

Bandwidth graciously donated by mediatemple. Now available: Zen Garden,the book. 
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Download the sample html file and css file

A demonstration of what can be accomplished visually

through CSS-based design. Select any style sheet from

the list to load it into this page.

Download the sample html file and css file

Littering a dark and dreary road lay the past relics of

browser-specific tags, incompatible DOMs, and

broken CSS support.

Today, we must clear the mind of past practices.

Web enlightenment has been achieved thanks to the

tireless efforts of folk like the W3C, WaSP and the

major browser creators.

The css Zen Garden invites you to relax and

meditate on the important lessons of the masters.

Begin to see with clarity. Learn to use the (yet to

be) time-honored techniques in new and invigorating

fashion. Become one with the web.

There is clearly a need for CSS to be taken seriously

by graphic artists. The Zen Garden aims to excite,

inspire, and encourage participation. To begin, view

some of the existing designs in the list. Clicking on

any one will load the style sheet into this very page.

The code remains the same, the only thing that has

changed is the external .css file. Yes, really.

CSS allows complete and total control over the style

of a hypertext document. The only way this can be

illustrated in a way that gets people excited is by

demonstrating what it can truly be, once the reins

are placed in the hands of those able to create

beauty from structure. To date, most examples of

neat tricks and hacks have been demonstrated by

structurists and coders. Designers have yet to make

their mark. This needs to change.

Graphic artists only please. You are modifying this

page, so strong CSS skills are necessary, but the

example files are commented well enough that even

CSS novices can use them as starting points. Please

see the CSS Resource Guide for advanced tutorials

and tips on working with CSS.

You may modify the style sheet in any way you

wish, but not the HTML. This may seem daunting at

first if you’ve never worked this way before, but

follow the listed links to learn more, and use the

sample files as a guide.

Download the sample html file and css file to work

on a copy locally. Once you have completed your

masterpiece (and please, don’t submit half-finished

work) upload your .css file to a web server under

your control. Send us a link to the file and if we

choose to use it, we will spider the associated

images. Final submissions will be placed on our

server.

Why participate? For recognition, inspiration, and a

resource we can all refer to when making the case

for CSS-based design. This is sorely needed, even

today. More and more major sites are taking the

leap, but not enough have. One day this gallery will

be a historical curiosity; that day is not today.

We would like to see as much CSS1 as possible. CSS2 should be

limited to widely-supported elements only. The css Zen Garden

is about functional, practical CSS and not the latest bleeding-

edge tricks viewable by 2% of the browsing public. The only real

requirement we have is that your CSS validates.

Unfortunately, designing this way highlights the flaws in the

various implementations of CSS. Different browsers display

differently, even completely valid CSS at times, and this

becomes maddening when a fix for one leads to breakage in

another. View the Resources  page for information on some of

the fixes available. Full browser compliance is still sometimes a

pipe dream, and we do not expect you to come up with pixel-

perfect code across every platform. But do test in as many as

you can. If your design doesn’t work in at least IE5+/Win and

Mozilla (run by over 90% of the population), chances are we

won’t accept it.

We ask that you submit original artwork. Please respect

copyright laws. Please keep objectionable material to a

minimum; tasteful nudity is acceptable, outright pornography will

be rejected.

This is a learning exercise as well as a demonstration. You retain

full copyright on your graphics (with limited exceptions, see

submission guidelines), but we ask you release your CSS

under a Creative Commons license identical to the one on this

site so that others may learn from your work.

Bandwidth graciously donated by mediatemple. Now available:

Zen Garden, the book. 
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A demonstration of what can be

accomplished visually through CSS-based

design. Select any style sheet from the

list to load it into this page.

Download the sample html file and css

file

Littering a dark and dreary road lay the past

relics of browser-specific tags, incompatible

DOMs, and broken CSS support.

Today, we must clear the mind of past

practices. Web enlightenment has been

achieved thanks to the tireless efforts of folk

like the W3C, WaSP and the major browser

creators.

The css Zen Garden invites you to relax and

meditate on the important lessons of the

masters. Begin to see with clarity. Learn to

use the (yet to be) time-honored techniques

in new and invigorating fashion. Become one

with the web.

There is clearly a need for CSS to be taken

seriously by graphic artists. The Zen Garden

aims to excite, inspire, and encourage

participation. To begin, view some of the

existing designs in the list. Clicking on any

one will load the style sheet into this very

page. The code remains the same, the only

thing that has changed is the external .css file.

Yes, really.

CSS allows complete and total control over

the style of a hypertext document. The only

way this can be illustrated in a way that gets

people excited is by demonstrating what it

can truly be, once the reins are placed in the

hands of those able to create beauty from

structure. To date, most examples of neat

tricks and hacks have been demonstrated by

structurists and coders. Designers have yet to

make their mark. This needs to change.

Graphic artists only please. You are modifying

this page, so strong CSS skills are necessary,

but the example files are commented well

enough that even CSS novices can use them

as starting points. Please see the CSS

Resource Guide for advanced tutorials and

tips on working with CSS.

You may modify the style sheet in any way

you wish, but not the HTML. This may seem

daunting at first if you’ve never worked this

way before, but follow the listed links to learn

more, and use the sample files as a guide.

Download the sample html file and css file to

work on a copy locally. Once you have

completed your masterpiece (and please,

don’t submit half-finished work) upload your

.css file to a web server under your control.

Send us a link to the file and if we choose to

use it, we will spider the associated images.

Final submissions will be placed on our

server.

Why participate? For recognition, inspiration,

and a resource we can all refer to when

making the case for CSS-based design. This is

sorely needed, even today. More and more

major sites are taking the leap, but not

enough have. One day this gallery will be a

historical curiosity; that day is not today.

We would like to see as much CSS1 as

possible. CSS2 should be limited to widely-

supported elements only. The css Zen Garden

is about functional, practical CSS and not the

latest bleeding-edge tricks viewable by 2% of

the browsing public. The only real

requirement we have is that your CSS

validates.

Unfortunately, designing this way highlights

the flaws in the various implementations of

CSS. Different browsers display differently,

even completely valid CSS at times, and this

becomes maddening when a fix for one leads

to breakage in another. View the Resources

page for information on some of the fixes

available. Full browser compliance is still

sometimes a pipe dream, and we do not

expect you to come up with pixel-perfect code

across every platform. But do test in as many

as you can. If your design doesn’t work in at

least IE5+/Win and Mozilla (run by over 90%

of the population), chances are we won’t

accept it.

We ask that you submit original artwork.

Please respect copyright laws. Please keep

objectionable material to a minimum; tasteful

nudity is acceptable, outright pornography

will be rejected.

This is a learning exercise as well as a

demonstration. You retain full copyright on

your graphics (with limited exceptions, see

submission guidelines), but we ask you

release your CSS under a Creative Commons

license identical to the one on this site so that

others may learn from your work.

Bandwidth graciously donated by

mediatemple. Now available: Zen Garden,

the book. 
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The Road to Enlightenment
Littering a dark and dreary road lay the past relics of browser-specific tags,
incompatible DOMs, and broken CSS support. Today, we must clear the mind
of past practices. Web enlightenment has been achieved thanks to the tireless
efforts of folk like the W3C, WaSP and the major browser creators. The css
Zen Garden invites you to relax and meditate on the important lessons of the
masters. Begin to see with clarity. Learn to use the (yet to be) time-honored
techniques in new and invigorating fashion. Become one with the web.

So What is This About?
There is clearly a need for CSS to be taken seriously by graphic artists. The
Zen Garden aims to excite, inspire, and encourage participation. To begin,
view some of the existing designs in the list. Clicking on any one will load the
style sheet into this very page. The code remains the same, the only thing
that has changed is the external .css file. Yes, really.

CSS allows complete and total control over the style of a hypertext document.
The only way this can be illustrated in a way that gets people excited is by
demonstrating what it can truly be, once the reins are placed in the hands of
those able to create beauty from structure. To date, most examples of neat
tricks and hacks have been demonstrated by structurists and coders. Designers
have yet to make their mark. This needs to change.

Graphic artists only please. You are modifying this page, so
strong CSS skills are necessary, but the example files are
commented well enough that even CSS novices can use them
as starting points. Please see the CSS Resource Guide for
advanced tutorials and tips on working with CSS.

You may modify the style sheet in any way you wish, but not
the HTML. This may seem daunting at first if you’ve never
worked this way before, but follow the listed links to learn
more, and use the sample files as a guide.

Download the sample html file and css file to work on a copy
locally. Once you have completed your masterpiece (and
please, don’t submit half-finished work) upload your .css file
to a web server under your control. Send us a link to the file
and if we choose to use it, we will spider the associated
images. Final submissions will be placed on our server.

Why participate? For recognition, inspiration, and a resource
we can all refer to when making the case for CSS-based
design. This is sorely needed, even today. More and more
major sites are taking the leap, but not enough have. One day
this gallery will be a historical curiosity; that day is not today.

We would like to see as much CSS1 as possible. CSS2 should
be limited to widely-supported elements only. The css Zen
Garden is about functional, practical CSS and not the latest
bleeding-edge tricks viewable by 2% of the browsing public.
The only real requirement we have is that your CSS validates.

Unfortunately, designing this way highlights the flaws in the
various implementations of CSS. Different browsers display
differently, even completely valid CSS at times, and this
becomes maddening when a fix for one leads to breakage in
another. View the Resources page for information on some of
the fixes available. Full browser compliance is still sometimes
a pipe dream, and we do not expect you to come up with
pixel-perfect code across every platform. But do test in as
many as you can. If your design doesn’t work in at least
IE5+/Win and Mozilla (run by over 90% of the population),
chances are we won’t accept it.

We ask that you submit original artwork. Please respect
copyright laws. Please keep objectionable material to a
minimum; tasteful nudity is acceptable, outright pornography
will be rejected.

This is a learning exercise as well as a demonstration. You
retain full copyright on your graphics (with limited exceptions,
see submission guidelines), but we ask you release your CSS
under a Creative Commons license identical to the one on
this site so that others may learn from your work.

Bandwidth graciously donated by mediatemple. Now
available: Zen Garden, the book. 
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A demonstration of what
can be accomplished
visually through CSS-
based design. Select any
style sheet from the list
to load it into this page.

Download the sample
html file and css file

Littering a dark and dreary road lay the past relics of browser-specific tags, incompatible DOMs, and

broken CSS support.

Today, we must clear the mind of past practices. Web enlightenment has been achieved thanks to the

tireless efforts of folk like the W3C, WaSP and the major browser creators.

The css Zen Garden invites you to relax and meditate on the important lessons of the masters. Begin

to see with clarity. Learn to use the (yet to be) time-honored techniques in new and invigorating

fashion. Become one with the web.

There is clearly a need for CSS to be taken seriously by graphic artists. The Zen Garden aims to

excite, inspire, and encourage participation. To begin, view some of the existing designs in the list.

Clicking on any one will load the style sheet into this very page. The code remains the same, the only

thing that has changed is the external .css file. Yes, really.

CSS allows complete and total control over the style of a hypertext document. The only way this can

be illustrated in a way that gets people excited is by demonstrating what it can truly be, once the

reins are placed in the hands of those able to create beauty from structure. To date, most examples

of neat tricks and hacks have been demonstrated by structurists and coders. Designers have yet to

make their mark. This needs to change.

Graphic artists only please. You are modifying this page, so strong CSS skills are necessary, but the

example files are commented well enough that even CSS novices can use them as starting points.

Please see the CSS Resource Guide for advanced tutorials and tips on working with CSS.

You may modify the style sheet in any way you wish, but not the HTML. This may seem daunting at

first if you’ve never worked this way before, but follow the listed links to learn more, and use the

sample files as a guide.

Download the sample html file and css file to work on a copy locally. Once you have completed

your masterpiece (and please, don’t submit half-finished work) upload your .css file to a web server

under your control. Send us a link to the file and if we choose to use it, we will spider the

associated images. Final submissions will be placed on our server.

Why participate? For recognition, inspiration, and a resource we can all refer to when making the

case for CSS-based design. This is sorely needed, even today. More and more major sites are taking

the leap, but not enough have. One day this gallery will be a historical curiosity; that day is not

today.

We would like to see as much CSS1 as possible. CSS2 should be limited to widely-supported elements

only. The css Zen Garden is about functional, practical CSS and not the latest bleeding-edge tricks

viewable by 2% of the browsing public. The only real requirement we have is that your CSS validates.

Unfortunately, designing this way highlights the flaws in the various implementations of CSS.

Different browsers display differently, even completely valid CSS at times, and this becomes

maddening when a fix for one leads to breakage in another. View the Resources page for

information on some of the fixes available. Full browser compliance is still sometimes a pipe dream,

and we do not expect you to come up with pixel-perfect code across every platform. But do test in as

many as you can. If your design doesn’t work in at least IE5+/Win and Mozilla (run by over 90% of

the population), chances are we won’t accept it.

We ask that you submit original artwork. Please respect copyright laws. Please keep objectionable

material to a minimum; tasteful nudity is acceptable, outright pornography will be rejected.

This is a learning exercise as well as a demonstration. You retain full copyright on your graphics (with

limited exceptions, see submission guidelines), but we ask you release your CSS under a Creative

Commons license identical to the one on this site so that others may learn from your work.

Bandwidth graciously donated by mediatemple. Now available: Zen Garden, the book. 
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DOWNLOAD THE SAMPLE HTML FILE AND CSS FILE

THE CSS ZEN GARDEN INVITES YOU TO

RELAX AND MEDITATE ON THE IMPORTANT

LESSONS OF THE MASTERS. BEGIN TO SEE

WITH CLARITY. LEARN TO USE THE (YET TO

BE) TIME-HONORED TECHNIQUES IN NEW

AND INVIGORATING FASHION. BECOME ONE

WITH THE WEB.

CSS ALLOWS COMPLETE AND TOTAL CONTROL

OVER THE STYLE OF A HYPERTEXT DOCUMENT. THE

ONLY WAY THIS CAN BE ILLUSTRATED IN A WAY

THAT GETS PEOPLE EXCITED IS BY DEMONSTRATING

WHAT IT CAN TRULY BE, ONCE THE REINS ARE

PLACED IN THE HANDS OF THOSE ABLE TO CREATE

BEAUTY FROM STRUCTURE. TO DATE, MOST

EXAMPLES OF NEAT TRICKS AND HACKS HAVE BEEN

DEMONSTRATED BY STRUCTURISTS AND CODERS.

DESIGNERS HAVE YET TO MAKE THEIR MARK. THIS

NEEDS TO CHANGE.

DOWNLOAD THE SAMPLE HTML FILE AND CSS FILE

TO WORK ON A COPY LOCALLY. ONCE YOU HAVE

COMPLETED YOUR MASTERPIECE (AND PLEASE,

DON’T SUBMIT HALF-FINISHED WORK) UPLOAD

YOUR .CSS FILE TO A WEB SERVER UNDER YOUR

CONTROL. SEND US A LINK TO THE FILE AND IF

WE CHOOSE TO USE IT, WE WILL SPIDER THE

ASSOCIATED IMAGES. FINAL SUBMISSIONS WILL BE

PLACED ON OUR SERVER.

WE ASK THAT YOU SUBMIT ORIGINAL ARTWORK.

PLEASE RESPECT COPYRIGHT LAWS. PLEASE KEEP

OBJECTIONABLE MATERIAL TO A MINIMUM;

TASTEFUL NUDITY IS ACCEPTABLE, OUTRIGHT

PORNOGRAPHY WILL BE REJECTED.

BANDWIDTH GRACIOUSLY DONATED BY

MEDIATEMPLE. NOW AVAILABLE: ZEN GARDEN,

THE BOOK. 
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In sum… 



Cascading style sheets (CSS) are an elegantly 
designed extension to the Web and one of the 
greatest hopes for recapturing the Web’s ideal 
of separation of presentation and content.

Jakob Nielsen (1997)



Current	  CSS	  layout	  mechanisms	  —namely,	  
floats	  and	  absolute	  posi4oning—	  prevent	  
a	  true	  separa4on	  between	  presenta4on	  
and	  content,	  or,	  more	  specifically,	  
between	  structure	  and	  layout.

Conclusion



A
LANGUAGE 

is not
LAYOUT

CSS





Proposed solution
The CSS3 Template 

Layout Module





MODULES

X

are vertical containers that 
hold type or images. The 
width and number of 
columns on a page or screen 
can vary, depending on the 
content.

COLUMNS

are individual divisions 
separated by consistent 
space, providing a repeating, 
ordered grid. Combining 
modules can create columns 
and rows of varying sizes.

are buffer zones. They 
represent the amount of 
space between the trim size, 
including gutter, and the 
page content. Margins can 
also house secondary 
information, such as notes 
and captions.

MARGINS
help a reader navigate a 
document. Indicating 
placement for material that 
appears in the same 
location, markers include 
page numbers, running 
heads and feet (headers and 
footers), and icons.

MARKERS

are alignments that break 
space into horizontal bands. 
Not actual lines, flowlines 
are a method for using 
space and elements to guide 
a reader across a page.

FLOWLINES

are groups of modules or 
columns that can form 
specific areas for type, ads, 
images, or other information.

SPATIAL ZONES



a

b

d e

f

c



Template	  defini4on
๏ Posi3oning	  is	  based	  on	  templates
๏ They	  are	  two-‐dimensional	  matrix	  in	  which	  

the	  contents	  are	  distributed

display:
  125px fit-content 12em
  ".ab" 280px
  "deb" 195px
  "dcc" 205px;

a. b

d
e

c

125px liquid 12em

280px

195px

205px



Slots
๏ a	  leGer
-‐ slot	  for	  content

๏ @
-‐ default	  slot	  for	  content

๏ .	  (dot)
-‐ empty	  slot



Row	  heights
๏ <length>
-‐ an	  explicit	  height	  for	  that	  row

๏ auto
-‐ row	  height	  is	  determined	  by	  its	  contents

๏ *	  (asterisk)
-‐ all	  rows	  with	  an	  asterisk	  will	  be	  of	  equal	  height



Column	  widths
๏ <length>
-‐ an	  explicit	  width	  for	  that	  column

๏ max-‐content,	  min-‐content
๏ minmax(p,q)
๏ fit-‐content
๏ equivalent	  to	  ‘minmax(min-‐content,	  max-‐

content)’



Posi4oning	  content	  
into	  slots

๏ The	  remapping	  is	  done	  with	  the	  posi3on	  
property:

#menu { position: f; }



ALMcss
A JavaScript implementation 

of Template Layout Module



ALMcss

๏ Research	  project	  funded	  by	  Fundación	  
CTIC
-‐ From	  July	  2005	  to	  June	  2006
-‐ Developers:	  María	  Rodríguez	  &	  Miguel	  García

๏ Later	  refactored	  by	  Enrique	  José	  Cabal	  
(2009)

๏ Has	  now	  been	  completely	  reimplemented	  
from	  the	  scratch	  by	  me



Design of the 
prototype



Rendering	  process
1. Parsing	  the	  style	  sheet

2. Decora3ng	  the	  DOM

3. Parsing	  the	  templates	  and	  crea3ng	  the	  
object	  structure

4. Compu3ng	  the	  dimensions	  of	  templates	  
and	  slots

5. Posi3oning	  the	  elements	  into	  slots



CSS Code

External 
stylesheets

<style type="text/css">
    body {
        template: "aa" /auto
                        "bc" /auto
                         165px *;
    }
</style>

HTML
<img style="position: c"
  src="image.png"/>

<style> element

Inline styles

DOM Decoration

Resizing

row_widths ["165px", "*"]

a

b c

template1
: Grid

tpl1_a: Slot

name: a
position: (1, 1)
rowspan: 1
colspan: 2

tpl1_b: Slot

name: b
position: (2, 1)
rowspan: 1
colspan: 1

tpl1_c: Slot

name: c
position: (2, 2)
rowspan: 1
colspan: 2

Template Creation

Positioning

165px 100%-165px

a

b c

template ["aa", "bc"]

row_heights ["auto", "auto"]

position "c"



Example
Original	  HTML	  code

body {
  display: "a"
           "b"
           "c";
}
#header  { position: a; }
#content { 
  position: b;
  display: "de";
}
#footer { position: c; }

<div id="header">...</div> <div id="content">
<div id="nav">...</div>
<div id="mainContent">...</div> </div>
<div id="footer">...</div>

CSS	  code



Object	  structure	  of	  grids,	  
slots,	  and	  HTML	  elements

body:
HTMLElement

#header:
HTMLElement

#content:
HTMLElement

#nav:
HTMLElement

#footer:
HTMLElement

#mainContent:
HTMLElement

#tpl1_slot_c:
HTMLElement

#tpl2_slot_d:
HTMLElement

#tpl2_slot_e:
HTMLElement

#tpl1_slot_b:
HTMLElement

#tpl1_slot_a:
HTMLElement

bodyGrid:Grid

c: Slot

b: Slot

a: Slot

contentGrid:Grid

e: Slot

d: Slot



Aier	  moving	  the	  elements
body:

HTMLElement

#header:
HTMLElement

#content:
HTMLElement

#nav:
HTMLElement

#footer:
HTMLElement

#mainContent:
HTMLElement

#tpl1_slot_c:
HTMLElement

#tpl2_slot_d:
HTMLElement

#tpl2_slot_e:
HTMLElement

#tpl1_slot_b:
HTMLElement

#tpl1_slot_a:
HTMLElement

bodyGrid:Grid

c: Slot

b: Slot

a: Slot

contentGrid:Grid

e: Slot

d: Slot



DEMO











Conclusions



Conclusions
๏ Implicit	  vs.	  explicit	  layout
๏ Cascading	  style	  sheets	  calls	  for	  a	  

dis3nc3on	  between	  presenta3on	  and	  
layout

๏ Requirements	  of	  CSS	  Layout
-‐ It	  has	  to	  provide	  a	  content	  reordering	  
mechanism

-‐ Layout	  has	  to	  be	  explicitly	  defined



Conclusions	  (cont.)
๏ An	  innova3ve	  layout	  mechanism	  is	  

proposed
๏ ALMCSS:	  the	  first	  implementa3on	  of	  the	  

CSS3	  Template	  Layout	  Module



ALMcss is available at github/acebal/ALMcss3 under the 

W3C Software License



Colophon

Funded projects, students’ undergraduate 

theses, etcetera, about ALMcss.



Research	  projects
๏ Extensión	  del	  estándar	  CSS3	  que	  permita	  la	  

adaptación	  mul4disposi4vo	  de	  contenidos	  web.	  
Research	  project	  funded	  by	  CTIC	  Founda4on	  (pro-‐	  
ject	  code	  FUO-‐EM-‐115-‐05)	  (Acebal,	  C.,	  Rodríguez,	  
M.,	  García,	  M.,	  Cueva,	  J.	  M.	  &	  Labra,	  J.	  E.,	  2006)



Awards
๏ I	  Premios	  Sociedad	  Información	  en	  

Asturias	  (First	  Asturias	  Informa3on	  
Society	  Awards),	  promoted	  by	  the	  
regional	  government	  of	  the	  Principality	  of	  
Asturias.
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